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THE ALL-IMPORTANT lifecycle costs of equipment

can be directly impacted by the amount of time

and money a terminal is prepared to put aside for

maintenance provision. But who does this work

best – the terminal’s own engineers or outside

specialist contractors? It’s a debate that continues

to rage in the industry.

In France, the debate is of particular interest

now that radical changes are taking place within

the structures of most ports. Previously, the port

authority owned and operated the quay cranes,

leaving private stevedoring companies to manage

all other activities. This dichotomy effectively

meant that potentially more dynamic private

operators could often be stymied in their approach

to improving terminal productivity, given that the

interface between the terminal and the vessel was

in the hands of an effective monopoly provider,

which had little real incentive to operate at

maximum efficiency.

That has now ended, with port authorities all

over the country ceding equipment and quayside

operations to new companies, many of which were

put together by existing stevedoring groups, which

now offer shipping lines a complete package of

services. The hope and expectation is that this will

reduce costs as well as boosting efficiency.

In the Port of Marseilles, two operators are now

providing services in Fos, while the former short

sea stevedoring company, Intramar, has been

rebranded as Med-Europe Terminal (MET) and is

responsible for container handling on routes in and

around the Mediterranean from its base in

Marseilles old port.

Prior to the organisational revamp, Intramar did

lose several shipping line clients. Africa Container

Line, went bankrupt; MSC and Turkon went to Fos;

and Medcar to Sète. In part, they were frustrated

by a number of strikes sweeping the entire ports

industry in France, which MET management could

do little about. However, senior managers also

acknowledge that they have to do something

about the overall image of the terminal, which

they concede must become more efficient.

Luc Bernardini, the terminal’s technical director

and purchasing manager, notes that improved

maintenance is going to play a part in this revamp.

“Many changes are to be introduced in the

maintenance of equipment,” he says.
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Now that MET is in sole charge of everything,

equipment must be maintained in line with the

best industrial practices, he stresses. Sixty percent

of the terminal’s current staff were recruited from

a variety of different companies, bringing with

them different skills in the expectation that this

will help to change the culture inherent in the

terminal.

“Our purchasing process is simpler, more

reactive and often more economic than was the

case under the previous government contracts,”

says Mr Bernardini.

The terminal has four quayside gantry cranes,

all of which were in good working order, although

one of the four is currently undergoing a major

overhaul and refurbishment courtesy of TEREX.

“In respect of general equipment maintenance,

I’m not sure that this was always given priority

when undertaken by the port authority; nor was it

done especially efficiently. Now that it is our

responsibility, we insist on preventive maintenance

being carried out. This has resulted in us passing

from a 4% break down KPI in June 2011 to less

than 1% in December 2011,” says Mr Bernardini.

Most maintenance is kept in house, although

outside contractors are brought in for very specific

jobs, such as overhauling the structure of a crane,

which has to meet certain statutory requirements.

“For the moment, we are not analysing the

possibility of bringing in third party providers to

either reduce costs or improve maintenance

provision. If we do outsource, it’s not a question of

reducing costs, but rather because a particular

contractor will have a certain skill that we value.”

Further, Mr Bernardini is adamant that specialist,

third party maintenance providers would not be

able to offer these services cheaper than the

terminal could do it itself. Only in certain areas are

outside companies price competitive, he argues.
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COMMITTED: newly-established Med-Europe Terminal is determined to maintain equipment in line with best industrial practices
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“At the beginning, we tried working with big

maintenance companies such as CEGELEC and SNEF,

both of which have bases in the Marseilles area.

However, quay cranes are very specific pieces of

equipment, even if they do incorporate classic

technologies, such as electric motors, hydraulic and

mechanical elements and PLCs, putting them

GEAR CHANGE: equipment maintenance demands are changing with shifts in port ownership models

CARGOTEC, AS A major supplier of

cargo handling equipment, has a

variety of maintenance-related

contracts it also offers to its

customers. These range from basic

inspection-only agreements to

contracts including preventive

maintenance or full-service.

“These are standard products,

but where customers have other

demands variations can be

discussed,” says Gary Walker,

director of port container terminal

services. He adds that the company

wants to perform the maintenance

on its products to ensure optimum

serviceability and provide

maximum operational availability

for the customer.

He stresses that third-party

maintenance contracts are never

exactly off-the-shelf products, so

will always be customised.

As to whether terminals are more

inclined to use outside contractors

on certain types of equipment and

not on others, he suggests that, in

general, the more straightforward

and commonplace a product is, the

easier it is to maintain. However, for

the more complex and critical

products deployed on a terminal, it

makes absolute sense to contract

the maintenance out to a specialist,

such as Cargotec.

“We can’t always undertake

maintenance on a product cheaper

than the terminals can do it

themselves, but in most cases we

can,” says Mr Walker.

“This is because Cargotec has a

large service organisation with

highly skilled maintenance

engineers who are very familiar

with the equipment they are

maintaining. To customers, going

back to the OEM is reassuring, since

they know it is being maintained

by the original manufacturer. In

addition, the burden that is

sometimes associated with

maintenance is effectively

transferred to an external company.”

As to whether bigger or smaller

terminals are more likely to

outsource maintenance, Mr Walker

says there is no absolute trend,

since everything depends on the

philosophy of the terminal.

Nevertheless, small terminals don’t

usually need a full-time

maintenance work force or simply

don’t want to take on this

responsibility and hence are

inclined to outsource their

maintenance. Large terminals that

do have sufficient work to employ

their own maintenance force might

still elect to outsource, arguing that

they want to make a distinction

between what the core activities of

the terminal should be and which

should be outsourced.

“There is no ‘rule-of-thumb’ in

this respect, with each terminal

having its own point of view.

However, Cargotec is willing to

support all its customers if they

require maintenance support,” 

says Mr Walker.

He says that there is no data

available regarding whether

terminals looked into externalising

maintenance as a result of the

recent recession in the industry, but

again points out that there is often

a financial case to be made by

outsourcing, although this will

OEM maintenance packages offer more
depend on a number of factors 

and generalisations cannot

therefore be made.

Nevertheless, modern

equipment is becoming ever more

sophisticated, stretching the

maintenance capabilities of some

operators, notes Mr Walker. “With

automation and semi-automation,

as well as remote monitoring,

becoming ever more common in

terminals, it is certainly possible

that maintenance management

could be outsourced more

frequently. Whether such services

will be outsourced to OEMs or to a

third party, depends entirely on the

customer,” he says.

TAKE CARE: Kalmar claims it can often undertake maintenance cheaper than in-house options

outside the comfort zone of some maintenance

providers. In the end, because we are familiar with

the technology, it made sense maintaining them

ourselves,” he says.

Nevertheless, if an electrical motor needs

repairing, MET engineers won’t have either the

tools or the know-how to do this, so it will
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automatically be sent to a specialist. Brakes are

another area identified by Mr Bernardini where

overhaul and repair are best done by the supplier.

As to the thorny question of whether a loss of

traffic might result in less maintenance being

undertaken on terminal equipment, he says that,

in part, maintenance is proportional to the length

of operations anyway.

“But we took over responsibility for the entire

terminal as of June 2011. Since then, there has

been a lot to do and for the last six months we

have been striving to improve MET’s overall service

to its customers. Clearly, that has included

providing the best possible maintenance in order

to keep as much equipment in operation as we

possibly can to ensure optimum efficiency.”


